The first cloud-based management system for real world student achievement.

Pairin equips educators to efficiently develop the essential college and career skills critical to student success, and prove the impact of their efforts.

Everything you need to integrate social emotional learning into any curriculum to:

**Improve**
- classroom management

**Increase**
- time to teach content

**Reduce**
- re-teaching lessons

**Accelerate**
- academic achievement

**Prove**
- your program’s impact

Pairin’s training, exercises, rubrics, and modules prepared me for integrating skills learning into all of my lessons.

The impact was extremely significant to the achievement of my students!

KARA
MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER
Pairin’s mission is to make education more relevant for students and their future employers.

The PAIRIN READINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM™ is the only cloud-based solution to facilitate the development and track the growth of the essential skills students need to succeed in life and career. We train your teachers in our proven methodology and provide all the resources necessary to integrate essential skills learning into any grade, program, or subject.

Now you can meet the real world achievement needs of every student, accelerate college and career readiness, increase graduation rates, and promote financial support of your programs.

What makes Pairin unique?

Partnering with Pairin gives you the most comprehensive system available for developing college and career readiness. The Pairin survey is based on over 60 years of scientific research, and is the only longitudinal, non-cognitive measurement available.

You also get tracking of 100+ characteristics, >150K words of insights, reports for parents and students, rubrics, exercises, tips, and resources, all in an easy to understand graphical dashboard.

How does it work?

We start with a baseline measurement of your students to prioritize which skills to focus on. Hands on curriculum integration training allows your teachers to integrate skills learning into any curriculum. The integrated rubrics allow you to monitor student progress daily as your students learn to self manage, greatly reducing classroom behavioral management issues.

For more information...

Visit PAIRIN.COM or email INFO@PAIRIN.COM with any questions. Our office is located at 3461 Ringsby Ct. Suite 335, Denver, CO 80216.

Pairin exceeds all current EEOC, FERPA, and government student privacy recommendations, and will never market to your students, or share their PII.